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Batasheve, Genya 
 
1.02 Born June 1923 in Kiev. Describes family. [She gives two different birth years 

during this segment: first, 1924, then a few moments later, 1923.] Grew up in 
Kiev. Happy childhood. Twin sister, younger brother. Discusses school 
experiences, relationship with twin sister. 

 
1.17 Discusses famine in 1933 which affected her family as well. Father fell ill. People 

died in the street. But her family survived and situation improved. 
 
1.18 Describes further schooling. Sister in technium. She went to accounting school. 

Then went to work as bookkeeper. 
 
1.24 War begins  [German attack on USSR] on her birthday. Father drafted – despite a 

work injury which had deprived him of full use of his right hand. 
 
1.33 Five days after start of war, bombing of Kiev began. Batasheva and sister 

mobilized, along with other citizens, to construct defense positions in suburbs of 
Kiev. During this work, strafed  [?] by German plane. 

 
1.46 Nothing in the stores. Kiev being surrounded. Many people leaving, but family 

decided to stay in Kiev because they expected that the faster, because of his 
disabled hand would be released from army and would return to Kiev. They also 
did not expect city to fall to Germans. 

 
1.49 On 19 Sept Germans entered Kiev. Nothing in the stores. People had to go far for 

water. People known to be communists or Jews often disappeared and didn’t 
return. 

 
1.52 Germans took away a neighboring family. Later Germans came to Batasheva’s 

apartment.  Began to question her mother about what the family owned. Searched 
apartment, throwing their things about. But left without taking or harming them. 

 
2.00 On Sept 28, notices were posted throughout her area telling Jews to gather the 

next day. 
 
2.08 Prior to this a neighbor, Kolya, approached her mother and said that he was in the 

Kiev underground and that if the family needed any help, they should ask him. 
 
2.14 On Sept 28, Kolya told the family not to gather the next day with other Jews, as 

the posted notice had instructed. He would go to the gathering area, find out what 
was going on, and then report back to the family. 
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2.18 Neighbor asked Batasheva and her twin sister to spend the night of Sept 28 in her 
apartment. They went, and Batasheva says, that she has never forgiven herself for 
having spent what turned out to be the last night of her mother’s life apart from 
her. 

 
2.20 On the morning of Sept 29, the family prepared to go to the gathering place. 

There were by this time only three Jewish families left in the apartment complex 
where they lived. They left for the gathering point without waiting for Kolya 
[who had promised to return from the gathering point to tell them what was 
afoot]. 

 
2.23 As they walked to assembly point, they saw other people – Jews – approaching 

from all directions. Since assembly point was near a railway freight branch line, 
people thought that they were to be put on trains and evacuated. 

 
2.30 People walked quietly to assembly point. Batasheva was frightened, but she felt 

that the presence of so many people was in as way comforting – the Germans 
could not do anything terrible to so many human beings.  The Germans 
encouraged this feeling by not using any force or being present in any numbers 
during this gathering process. 

 
2.45 Columns of Jews began walking from assembly point towards – they would later 

find out – Babiy Yar. People were by now tired, and many began to discard the 
belongings they had brought with them. 

 
2.50 As column left the outskirts of Kiev, Batasheva saw some trucks coming from the 

opposite direction with smiling, chatting German soldiers. This reassured her, 
since she assumed that nothing terrible could be happening at their destination if 
the mood of the soldiers was so evidently jolly. 

 
2.53 By this time people had discarded the luggage and bags they had been carrying. 

At one point, Germans or perhaps Ukrainian police, stood by the road with bags 
into which people had to put their documents, money and valuables. 

 
2.55 Soon Batasheva heard shots. Many Germans surrounded the columns with clubs 

and dogs. People were beaten and driven like cattle. People were crying, 
shrieking. 

 
2.58 Column driven to an open space – already Babiy Yar. She heard continuous firing 

of machine guns. 
 
3.02 [I am shifting to first-person account reflecting Batasheva’s first-person narrative. 

Translator.]  People constantly ask me why we didn’t put up any resistance. By 
the time it became evident what fate awaited us, we were tightly packed together, 
hemmed in by guards swinging clubs and barking, biting German shepherd dogs. 
There was no way to put up a fight or run. 
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3.05 [Interviewer asks whether before Babiuy Yar, the Jews of Kiev had heard any 

reports of killing of Jews.]  There were isolated reports, but nothing about mass 
killing. 

 
3.12 There was terrible shouting and cries from people in the open space of Babiy Yar. 

The place was a meat-grinder. I was with my brother, sister and mother when we 
moved into the space. We huddled together. A small child lay on the ground 
nearby. A German – or Ukrainian polizei came up and smashed his head with a 
club. 

 
3.16 At this point, I must have lost consciousness for a few minutes. When I came to 

myself, my family was not there. I began to run around the area looking for them, 
feeling that if we were to die, I wanted to die with them. 

 
3.21 At one point I saw my brother Grisha standing near a ‘polizei’. My brother was 

holding him shouting ‘I’ve done nothing wrong, uncle. Save me’ I also asked the 
man to save Grisha. But he was a beast, not a human being. He struck me. When I 
regained consciousness, Grisha was gone. 

 
3.23 Running around further in the area, she saw her friend Manya, a blond girl with a 

long braid. I too wore my brown hair in a long braid. Manya and I decided to try 
to convince German guard – who generally took Jews to be dark haired – that we 
were Russian girls who had been saying goodbye to Jewish friends and had 
mistakenly been caught up in the column marched to Babiy Yar. There had been 
instances of such mistakes. 

 
3.25 We approached a Ukrainian guard with this story, but he moved us aside. We 

went to another guard. He said he would try to help us. He led us through the 
crowd of shrieking people and brought us to a car with German soldiers parked at 
the edge of the area. 

 
3.32 Guard explained that we were not Jews. They asked my name. My name sounds 

Russian – Batsheva. They asked my address; gave out correct address. Then one 
German said we should sit in the car. They took us back to the starting point of 
the march and let us out of the car. 

 
3.40 We returned to our apartment complex. People were in the courtyard evidently 

discussing what had happened to their Jewish neighbors. We were taken in by a 
good friend of my sister’s. 

 
3.56 The first night with the neighbors who took me in, along with my friend Manya, 

the enormity of the loss of my family overwhelmed me. 
 
3.59 Next day Germans came to apartment complex and sought my friend and me. 
       END OF TAPE 
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4.06 Hides from Germans who came to apartment complex. 
 
4.08 Neighbor gives them money and fake identity papers and advises them to go 

towards Kharbov, through German lines.   
 
4.19 Describes efforts to cross Dnieper River to proceed east. 
 
4.25 Describes Darnitskiy camp, where Soviet POW’s kept under horrible conditions. 
 
4.33 Heard from a friend they met that Germans had already reached the Ural 

mountains. Decided to return to Kiev. 
 
4.35 Returned to apartment complex. Learns that younger brother survived Babiy Yar, 

but never saw him again. 
 
4.49 After 3 days, left Kiev again, going east. 
 
4.51 Many people helped, but many people were working for Germans. 
 
4.52 Describes walking through countryside. 
 
4.53 Arrives in Poltava. 
 
4.55 Beyond Poltava learns that front not far away. 
 
5.00  Stays with a group of people in empty house in the village of Chuovo. 
 
5.04 Germans enter house, take the males away and drive the girls out. Drive into 

another house where many people were crowded. 
 
5.07 Batasheva and friends jump out of window. 
 
5.10 Meets other friends taken by Germans. Cross small river toward front. 
 
5.16 Helped local woman harvest corn in village of Stenka. 
 
5.19 Again Germans come, take a young man away – a Jew, but leave Batasheva and 

her friend. 
 
5.22 Stay in Stenka 3 days. 
 
5.25 German soldier points pistol at Batasheva. Searches her, shouting ‘Partisan’. 

Answers him they are not partisans, just young girls. 
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5.28 Kgerman releases them; they proceed toward Kharkov. 
 
5.29 Began to see destroyed vehicles, dead Russian soldiers. Many Germans and local  
 police. 
 
5.33 Stop at a house, Germans also come. Owner hides them. Again they escape. 
 
5.35 Continue on the Kharkov. 
 
5.37 See many German soldiers on road. They walked along nearby path. Many 

civilians there also. Germans didn’t bother civilians. 
 
5.41 Arrive in Kharkov. 
 
5.44 Realize can’t cross front line, which then ran through Kharkov. Proceed in the 

direction of Chuguyev. 
 
5.45 Since leaving Kiev they had been on the road about 35 days. 
 
5.47 Arrive at river Severniy Donetsk. 
 
5.51 Stay with a family in whose house partially occupied by Germans. 
 
5.55 Owner of house tells them to cross river and proceed to village Belotselovich 

where Soviet troops were. 
 
5.56 Approach river, but too many Germans. Went downstream, found a boy with a 

boat who agreed to take them across. 
 
5.58 Germans begin to shoot at boat. 
 
6.00 Manage to reach other side. Meet Soviet truck. Soldiers fed them. 
 
6.11 Arrive in village of Belotselovo [?]. Soviet unit and rail station. 
 
6.12 Soviet commander puts them on train moving east. 
 
6.21 Arrive in Voronezh. Taken into home of young teacher. Tell people their story 

and events at Babiy Yar. 
 
6.27 Arrive in Saratov. 
 
6.28 Join a group being evacuated to Tashkent. Describes people she met in train. 
 
6.36 Arrive at Tashkent. 
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6.37 Arrive in Chkalovskaya Oblast. Batasheva falls ill. Leaves train. Stay at Kolkhoz. 

Batasheva writes to older cousin in Omsk. 
 
6.48 Receives reply from cousin. She and Manya go to Omsk. 
 
6.50 Works in Omsk for two years. 
 
6.57 Receives word that Kiev taken by Soviet forces. 
 
6.58 Receives letter from father and goes to join him in Barnaul, where he had been 

evacuated. Manya returned to Kiev. 
 
7.00 Describes life working in Barnaul. 
 
7.07  Sent to work temporarily on Kolkhoz. Victory is announced. 
 
    END OF TAPE 
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Batasheva, Genya 
 
7.07 1946 – Life in Barnaul. 
 
7.16 Move to Kiev. 
 
7.22 Describes relatives who survived and returned to Kiev. 
 
7.36 Describes how she would not discuss experiences during the war. 
 
7.39 Father remarries. 
 
7.40 1950 – Batasheva marries. She works as bookkeeper in ‘military organization’. 

Lives in borrowed apartment. 
 
7.42 1956. Has to give up borrowed apartment and move in with relatives. 
 
7.47 Husband falls ill. Dies following day. She lives with husband’s parents – 8 years. 
 
7.53 Batasheva herself in bad health after the war, the result she says. Of war 

deprivations. 
 
7.53 She begins to have heart problems. 
 
[Nine minute gap in tape.] 
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8.04 Living with Joseph [new husband?] 
 
8.08 All these years did not talk about Babiy Yar. But she had put experiences into 

writing. 
 
8.13 Is put in touch with other survivors of Babiy Yar and journalist working on war 

period in Kiev. 
 
8.16 Describes how she begins for the first time since the war, to talk about Babiy Yar. 
 
8.19 Begins to work illustrating fabrics. 
 
8.20  At age 50 became seriously ill. No doctor knew precise nature of illness. 
 
8.25 Finally gets proper diagnosis from specialist, but explicitly refrains from 

discussing it on tape. 
 
8.26 Remained in hospital a year. 
 
8.28 Begins work as a ‘retoucher’ in a photography shop. 
 
8.30 Then works in the office of a construction planning bureau for four years. 
 
8.32 Retired at the age of 55. 
 
8.38 Husband falls ill with heart ailment. 
 
8.42 Husband recovers. Is given pacemaker. 
 
8.42 Chernobyl reactor accident. Authorities deceived people as to dangers but sent 

their own children away from Kiev. When people learned this, they stormed train 
stations in an effort to evacuate their children. 

 
8.44 Batasheva and husband go to Moscow for 2 months. 
 
8.45 Began to feel anti-Semitism in streets. Accosted in market, on train by anti-

Semites. 
 
8.47 Because of anti-Semitism, poor economic conditions and their poor health, decide 

to emigrate to Israel. 
 
8.48 Arrive in Israel. 
 
8.50 Husband appears on screen. 
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8.51 Arrive in winter clothes during 30 degree C heat. Baggage fails to arrive.  
Describes arrival and how welcomed. 

 
8.54 Apartment very small. 
 
8.55 Baggage arrives in bad shape, many things missing. 
 
8.56 Things difficult; the worst is not having their own decent apartment. 
 
9.00 Shows photos of brother Grisha at age 9, and sister Liza. 
 
    END OF TAPE 
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